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Factual Entertainment

Chateau DIY Kindling Media Channel 4
1 x 45 mins Factual Entertainment
Dick Strawbridge and his wife Angel are on hand to offer advice and practical help to Brits buying chateaux in
France, as well as new and established expat chateau owners.

Charlotte in Sunderland Chatter Box BBC 3
10 x 30 min Factual Entertainment
New life, new love, new baby – this is reality star Charlotte Crosby as you’ve never seen her before. Back home in
Sunderland, she shines a spotlight on a whirlwind year.

Gold Rush, Series 13 Raw TV Discovery
60 min Observational Documentary
The series follows the gold mining efforts of several family-run companies in the Klondike region of Canada.

Depp vs. Heard ITN Channel 5
90 min Entertainment
The complicated story unveiling the most tumultuous relationship in Hollywood history.

Bargain Brits on Benefits ITN Channel 5
60 min Entertainment
Meet the Bargain Brits whose clever ideas and savvy schemes save them a small fortune. Revealing how they bag
the biggest bargains, while the rest of us pay through the nose.

Dream Kitchens & Bathrooms with Mark Millar Pi Productions Channel 5
60 min Entertainment
Interior designer Mark Millar advises and guides homeowners seeking to transform their most important rooms.

How Did They Build That?, Series 2 Curve Media Smithsonian
44 min Factual Documentary Channel
An investigation into the greatest man-made structures of all time, exploring how new materials and construction
techniques have allowed engineers, builders and architects to work to the limits of their ability.
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22 Kids and Counting, Series 2 Lion TV Channel 5
60 min Factual Entertainment, Additional Editor
Lancashire and the UK's biggest family The Radfords return to showcase life in their 10-bedroom home in Morecambe
with Bonnie and Heidie's double christening, a big family barbecue on the beach and the bulldogs entering a sausage
catching contest.

Bargain Loving Brits in the Sun Red Sauce Films Channel 5
Many episodes x 60 min Entertainment
Documentary catching up with Britons who've moved to Benidorm for sun and a low-cost life.

One Stop Wedding Shop South Shore Productions E4
60 min Entertainment Pilot
The One Stop Wedding Shop is a bespoke wedding boutique and on-site salon, where even the wildest wedding
dreams come true. An elite team of experts come to the rescue of brides and grooms in need, as our dress
designers, make-up artists and hair stylists tackle every request that comes through their doors, no matter how
outlandish.

Makeaway Takeaway Dot to Dot Productions CITV
Children’s Entertainment Series
A children’s comedy arts and crafts series for 6-12 year olds, encouraging creativity through arts, crafts and making
with an emphasis on sustainability through using recycled and reclaimed materials. Presented by comedian Bec Hill.

Extreme Food Phobics South Shore Productions Channel W
60 min Entertainment
Extreme Food Phobics will see patients with a variety of food related fears and phobias visit Dr Ranj and his team at
a bespoke hub, to start the process of overcoming their extreme food issues, in the hope of living a healthier and
happier life.

Making the Squad Spark Content Insight TV
8 x 45 min Reality Game
The biggest e-sports gaming brand G2 has invited 10 amateur content creators to Berlin. They will be going head to
head in FIFA football matches… and competing in real life challenges… to find out who has the best skills to Make
the G2 Content Squad. 1st First prize is €10,000

Save Money Good Health TwoFour Broadcast ITV
2 x 30 min Factual Entertainment
Save Money Good Health is back for a brand new series looking at ways to spend it well on your health. Journalist
Sian Williams and Doctor Ranj Singh unpack how to get the best for your money when it comes to our biggest health
concerns.

Ibiza Weekender, Series 9 TwoFour Broadcast ITV2
60 min Reality Entertainment, Additional Editor
Reality series following the life of reps working in Ibiza, and the guests they party with each weekend.
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The Wedding Fixer Little Gem W Channel,
60 min Factual Entertainment UKTV
This series follows one of the most highly respected wedding planners in the world, Sarah Haywood, as she battles
to get couples weddings back on track amidst wedding day turmoil. Whether they've blown the budget bridezilla
style, or the wedding dress company has suddenly gone bust, no-nonsense Sarah never knowingly holds back when
it comes to telling everyone how things are meant to be done!

Save Money Good Health TwoFour Broadcast ITV
60 min Factual Entertainment
Programme which helps people lose weight and also save money.

Flipping Bangers, Series 1 and 2 Just Might TV History
5 x 46 min and 6 x 46 min Entertainment
From the producer of Wheeler Dealers, this follows the charismatic mechanical duo, Will and Gus, give themselves a
simple but tough mission: fix a dead car and double their money in just one week.

Rich House, Poor House Hat Trick Productions Channel 5
60 min Entertainment/Reality
Two families from opposite ends of the wealth divide swap homes, budgets and lives for seven days to find out
whether money really does buy happiness. At the end of the week, how much will they have discovered they have in
common, however different their financial circumstances? And how much will they think money matters?

Salvage Hunters Curve Media Quest
44 min Entertainment
Drew Pritchard travels the length and breadth of the country in search of weird and wonderful objects.

Host the Week Tiger Aspect Channel 4
Entertainment
Scarlett Moffatt hosts the topical entertainment programme with no rehearsal or script.

Corfu Cookery School TwoFour Broadcast Channel 5
60min Factual Entertainment
Well-known faces experience the culture and lifestyle of the island as they enjoy the Greek cuisine which they have
carefully crafted under the tutelage of the Corfu Cookery School.

The Triumph Games ITN CBS
60 min Entertainment/Sport
12 world-class U.S. military veteran athletes have risen above catastrophic injuries to win medals in their sports.
Now, they face a fierce competition where physical strength, mental acuity and depth of courage converge with
cutting edge, performance-enhancing technology.
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The World’s Most Famous Train Rize USA Channel 4
46 min Entertainment
A one-off film following the stories of the staff and passengers on the Venice Simplon-Orient-Express

How to Win At Everything IWC Media National Geographic
60 min Entertainment
The programme that brings you the cheats, tricks and the quick pass to win at everything.

Ching’s Amazing Asia Sentient Films Food Network
40 min Entertainment
TV Chef Ching-He Huang travels across Asia to seek out the most delicious and varied Asian dishes. Visiting a
plethora of different eateries this series is a showcase for the amazing diversity, innovation and originality of Asian
food.

Take Time with Twiggy Meridian TV ITV
30 min Entertainment
Interview with the famous model and public persona.

That’s Esther Meridian TV ITV
60 min Entertainment
Esther Rantzen presents a monthly magazine series for ITV.

Gadget Geeks Bullseye Productions Sky One
60 min Factual
Exclusive to Sky 1 HD. Gadget Geeks - latest tech news, reviews and amazing off-the-wall experiments from our
expert team.

Auctions Meridian TV ITV
30 min Factual
Following different kinds of Auctions: Car auctions, Internet auctions and Farm auctions
RTS Programme Awards nominated show

The Talent Show Shiver Productions ITV (Bristol)
60 min Entertainment
Youngsters from a Bristol Boxing Club were invited to take part in a new sports talent show. Youngsters from
Downend Police ABC appear on ITV Talent Show.

Nat Geo Genius MWM National
43 min Docudrama Geographic
Cement-breaking snouts, shape-shifting skulls, and video-gaming skills - after watching Hog Genius, you'll never
think of pigs as simple swine. There is ape genius, dog genius; pigeon genius and rat genius just to mention a few.
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The Tea Factory ITV Bristol ITV (Bristol)
30 min Art Show

Screen Nation Awards Sky Sky Movies
Entertainment
Award show for SKY Movies.

Movie Geek Sky Sky Movies
20 min Entertainment
Resident Movie Geek Josh Howie host this show.

Shine the Light Sky Sky Movies
60 min Music Show

Documentary

Steam Train Britain Lion TV Yesterday
60 min Observational Documentary, Additional Editor
In this lightly formatted series, viewers will be getting the inside track on this fascinating and burgeoning industry by
taking a ride down some of the most diverse heritage lines across the UK.

100 Year Old Driving School RDF ITV1
30 min Documentary
Documentary series following some of Britain’s oldest drivers.

Inside the Factory, Series 3 Voltage TV BBC2
60 min Documentary
Gregg Wallace and Cherry Healey get exclusive access to some of the largest factories in Britain to reveal the secrets
behind production on an epic scale.

I Know What You Weighed Last Summer TwoFour Broadcast BBC3
60 min Factual
BBC 3 program about teenagers sent to a UK weight loss camp for the summer.

England Roses Sky Sky Sports
60 min Documentary
Documentary about England's Women's rugby team on the build up to the rugby world cup.

In Bloom the Justin Rose Story Grave Productions Sky Sports
90 min Documentary
Documentary about Justin Rose Masters win and career to date.
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Hard Bastards Channel 5
60 min Documentary
Based on the book of the same name by Kate Kray, former wife of Ronnie, profiling some of Britain's hardest men.

Sport

Football on 5 Channel 5

World Cup Rio 2014 HBS

Olympics London 2012 OBS

Motor Sport UK ITV

Touring Cars ITV

Formula One ITV

Ashes 2009 - Highlights Sky

Tight Lines Sky
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